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The two main splitting theoro,ms for a division ring whit I is finite dimensionai 3ver its center 
are obtained as corollaries to: 
Lemma. Suppose B CA C D where B is a (commutative) subfield of the division ring D and A is 
an intermediate ring. (For any set X C a> let X’ denote the centralizer of X in 0.) If B = B “, then 
A eB D”- Hom,*(B, D) where 
rr(a~d)(b’)=ab’d, a EA, d E D and b’EB’, 
is injective. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose R is a simple ring. In [l] Rieffel gives a very short proof of the fact that 
if R contains a minimal left ideal, then R is matric over a division ring. This is an 
improvement on Wedderburn’s theorem and Rieffel’s prooi is lovely. 
If D is a division ring with center k and R = M,,(D)- n :X n matrices with 
entries from D -then k 1s the center of R. Moreover R = M#)@, D as algebras. 
If H is a k-algebra which splits D -in the sense that D BJYI = M;(k)- then 
R @J!l= M,,+r(k) and H splits R. We give a unified proof of the foUowin 
classical splitting theorems for D, (D*p denotes the oppos’te k-alzebra to D): 
Theorem 1. If n2 = dimk D < QQ, then 
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Theoreran 2. If dimkD a< 00 and F is a maximal 
F@@D”P= k&(M), where h = dimkF = dim&J 
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 rest on the 
(commututive) subfield of D, then 
und (dim# = (dimJI). 
following lemma: 
.A.D. Lemma. Suppose B CA CD where B is a (commutative) subfield of D and 
A an intermediate ring. (For any set X CD let X’ denote the centralizer of X in D.) If 
B = B”, then 
A @sDopA M )mAO(B’, D) where 
r(aBd”p)(b’)= Ixb’d, aEA, dED and b’EB’, 
1s injectioe. 
Here the left B-modut s str&ture on Dop is given by b l do* = (bd )op, b E B, 
dQpE D‘? The right B-module structure on A is induced by right multiplication, 
B CA. The left A ‘-module structures on B’ and D are induced by left multiplica- 
tion A’CB’ since B CA. 
The proof of the lemn; -3 is a “‘minimal rank of tensor” type argument. 
2. Proofs 
Suppose 0 # x; ai 8 d Pp E Ker 7r where {a,} CA, {di} CD 
and n is minimal. Then da # 0. Clearly xy ai @(did il)op E Ker w so we may assume 
& = 1. If n > 1, then dI e B or the element could be written in shorter form 
n-l 
(can + dIaI)aj lop + C ai 8 d”. 
2 
Since ii, $Z B and B = B” we msy choose x E B’ with 0 # [x, drj = xd, - d,x. Then 
n-l 
aia[x,di]“‘= 2 aiB[x,d,jopEKern. 
1 
ince n was chosen to be minimal {ai ]} is linearly independent over B. Thus 
[x, dl] insures 0 # 2y-l Qi g [x, di]Op E Ker IT. This contradicts the minimality of 
1, ?p(a, @q”p)[1) = 2l an 
ere choose 
is i 3 easi 
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left-hand side of (1) h.zs k -dimension (dimrD)2. IF m = dimkD C( 00 this is also the k 
dimension of the right-hand side a1 (I) and hence 3 is an algebra isomorphism. 
In this case EndkD = A&(k). 
roof of Theor(em 2. Here to begin choose B = k and A =z Fi Then 
w : F&D*** HomF(D, D) = En&D 0 2 
is injective by the lemma. (D is considered a left F-module in Homr(D, D) and 
EndFD.) w is easily verified to be an algebra homomorphism. The left-hand side of 
(2) has F-dimension dimk Dop = dim.;, D. If m = dimk D < 00, then dimFFD < = and 
the right-hand side of (2) has F-dimension (dim& )2. Since 7~ is injective and 
F-linear 
dimk D s (dimF:FD)2. (3) 
Newt apply the lemma again with L‘ = F and A = D. Then 
7~ : D @FDoP+ Homt(F, D) (9 
is injective by the lemma. The F-dimension of the left-han side of (4) is (dimFFD )“. 
If dimk D C QJ the right-hand side has F-dimension equal to dimk D, and injectivity 
at (4) gives 
@imF FD )” 4 dimk D. 
Comparing this with (3) g,ives equality and shows the map at (2) is an algebra 
isomorph !sm. 
Since dimkD = (dimkF) (dimFFD) equality at (3) (with d&D < 00) gives h = 
dimkF = dimFFD. Finally EndFD s A& (F). 
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